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FUNCTIONALS WITH LINEAR GROWTH IN THE CALCULUS OF 
VARIATIONS - I 
M. GIAQUINTA, G. MODICA, J. SOUCEK 
Abstract: In this paper variational problem with gene-
ralized area functional is considered. This functional is 
defined for the BV- functions by the explicit integral for-
mula and the existence of weak solutions is proved. The ex-
ample of interior nonregularity is given and the sufficient 
conditions for the interior regularity are found. 
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In this paper we deal with functionals 
(0.1) ^ C u ] = f f(x,Du)dx 
where f(x,p) is a continuous and convex in p function with 
linear growth, i.e. 
* |pl * f(x,p)£M(l + i p|) 
and we consider the problem of minimizing 3* [ u3 under Di-
richlet boundary conditions, i.e. 
u = (f on BJ1 
Work partially supported by GNAFA for the first two au-
thors and by C.N.R. for the third. 
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She area functional, the functional 
(0.3) f /l + I xt2 /l -»- iDul2 
•(a 
first considered by D. Bernstein T3J, and then by J. Serria 
[191, ejad the functionals 
f (1 i-oc(xHDttlk)1/5C dx , k > l 
'a 
are simple examples of functionals we shall consider. 
Boundary curvature restrictions are necessary for solva-
bility of the Dirichlet problem for Euler equations of (0,1), 
in classes of smooth functions, as it was pointed our by Jen-
kins and Serrin [12J (see also Bernstein [3]), and inquired in 
general setting by Serrin [19J. moreover, some structure condi-
tions on d* have oo be imposed (Serrin [19]). 
We first deal with the question of defining appropriate 
generalized solutions when the curvature relations do not hold. 
In fact we extend the functional (0,1) to the space BV(.n.) of 
functions whose derivatives are measures with bounded total va-
riation, giving an "integral representation"; then we prove, 
using a result by Reschetniyak [l?J, semicontinuity for this 
extended functional and then existence of generalized BV solu-
tions to the problem (0,1) (0.2). Our extended functional 
will coincide with the natural semicontinuous functional con-
structed analogously to the Lebesgue definition of surface area 
(see Serrin [183) but, furthermore, our "integral represented" 
extentioi* will allow us to inquire on the regularity proper-
ties of the minimum points. 
Am a matter of fact we shall study more general functio-
nals of the following kind 
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f [f(x,Du) + g(x,u)J ax 
but we shall not study the general situation 
(0.4) J f(x,u,Du) dx 
because we are not able to obtain an "integral represented" 
extention to BV of the functional (0.4) consistent with the 
semicontinuity theorem (see the end of paragraph 2). Obvious-
ly the Lebesgue analogous extention still holds, but this does 
not enable us to inquire on regularity of minimum points. 
The existence theory for the functional (0.1) has much in 
common with the one for the non-paraaetrie Plateau problem im 
BV(il), but as we shall see (examples 3.1 and 3.2), in our mo-
re general situation generalized solutions may have jumps not 
only on the boundary but also on the interior; that is, it may 
occur that solutions are not H • functions. 
For a class of functionals, including for example Bern-
stein's functional (0.3), essentially those for which an a pri-
ori estimate of gradients holds, see Ladyzhenskaya and Ural'-
tseva [133, we are able to show that generalized BY solutions 
are smooth on the interior of SI , with jumps still possible 
on the boundary. Proofs of regularity use an idea by Oerhardt 
173 and techniques analogous to the ones in Giaquinta 191, Gia-
quinta and liodica [103. 
Finally we want to remark that many problems are left still 
open in this setting, for example the study of general case 
(0.4) and of regularity in more general hypotheses. 
--• The 8pace BV$ (il) We begin by recalling some well-
known definitions and theorems. The reader may consult [14] or 
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[2] as general references* 
Let il be a bounded open subset of R n , BVCfi. ) is the spa-
ce of the Lebesgue summable functions, whose derivatives are 
measure of bounded total variation on il • Du and JDul denote 
respectively the vector valued measure whose components are 
the derivatives of u and the measure total variation of Du. 
BV(J1) is a Banach space with the norm 
l t t l Bv<n) • 4 U ( x ) l d x + 4 I D u l 
where J I Du I is the total variation on il of the measure lDu|. 
We shall now state a few theorems which will turn useful 
later on (see tl5J,[23) 
i) The immersion of BV*(il) in L (il) is compact, i.e. let 
•(u^ be a bounded sequence in BV(il), that is 
4,u*l + 4 I D u - U M U 6 * + 
then there exists a subsequence which converges in L (il) to 
some function u belonging to BV(il). This is the analogous of 
the Hellich theorem for Sobolev spaces. 
ii) Let il be a Lipschitz domain with L as Lipschitz constant. 
For every u6 BV(il ) the trace of u is defined, and we have the 
following estimate 
luld.H n~ 14 /l + J? f iDul + c(il) f lul dx 
Also, the Green formula holds, i.e. 
4 D i « u dx + f A «
D i u • 4iu g " . d H n ~ 1 > v g 6 co f l0(J1) 
where y> •* ( >>.) is the exterior normal vector to dSL . 
iii) More generally, let Si be a (n-1)-dimensional oriented 
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Lipschitz manifold in il with normal vector i> . For every 
u&BV(il) the left trace u~ and the right trace u*" of u are 
defined on 2 , and we have 
DiV = (u~ " u+) ̂ i ^ a"1 
lDul|g - lu" - u
+l H n"X 
Let us consider a bounded open set il* such that il*.p ail* 
then every op e L Oil ) may be extended 1*63 to il*\ il as a 
<{> e H1'1(il^\il) with fy^* * 0. 
Definition. For every g> e L Oil ), BV^ (Si) is the epa-
ce of functions u in BV(il*) such that u * $ in il* \ il . 
Observe that the space BV^ (Si ) does not depend, in an es-
sential way, on the extentions il* of il and $ of g? . 
From i) and general results in measure theory it follows 
that from every bounded sequence -Cu, \ in BVx (il ) we can ex-
tract a subsequence -Cu-. \ such that 
Ki 
uk — ^ u in L^il*) 
Du —>.Pu weakly as vector valued measures. 
Ki 
We shall say that -Cu,} converges weakly in BV(il*) to u. 
Ki ~ 
Note that u belongs to BV^ (il) and that Du may have support 
on 9il even if Duv have support on il ; that is u ear have a 
Ki 
jump on dSi even if uk have no jumps on BSi. . 
*1 
We could define the space BV^ (il ) in a different way 
(see for a general treatment T203) which, maybe, can make things 
clearer. For every g> e L Oil ) let us define the space BV<k(il) 
as the space of functions u for which there exist n measures 
cC . on il such that the Green formula 
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4uDi*+ 4 g"- " -£augv- ' Vgec"(j-) 
holds• 
Now it is easily seen that BV^(JI) is the "restriction" of 
BV<£ (A ), and BV.̂  (A ) is an "extehtion" of BVy (A ). 
2. Existence theorems. Let A be a bounded Lips chit* do-
main and let f(x,p): A x JV n-—• R be a continuous function 
which is convex in p and satisfies the condition 
(1.1) * ( p|*f(x,p)£lKl+ I p|) 
where i> , M. are positive constants. Consider the minimum pro-
blem 
3. [ u3 * f f (x,3)u) d x — • ain 
•'A 
{ (1.2) u * jp on 3A 
where <p e L ^ O A )• 
1!he functional oKm3 is well defined in H 1» 1(A). So we 
could look for a minimum on the set of ue H * (A ) * u * g> on 
dA • But we cannot use direct methods of the calculus of 
variations, because the space H1'^!!) does not have weakly 
compact balls; on the other hand, it is well known, think for 
example of the non-parametric area problem, that there is no 
hope of obtaining H1*1 solutions u * gp , while, still consi-
dering the non-paraaetric area problem, the appropriate genera-
lised solutionis are BV^ (A) functions. 
We now want to extend the functional 3* lu] to a functio-
nal J* [ u3 defined oil BV^ (A ) and prove the existence of a 
ainiaua point in BV^ (A ) for 3 t u3. 





 a f<*>—> P0 
Clearly f(x,p ,p) is continuous in SI x R^. x E , convex in 
(P0>P)» *
nd homogeneous of degree 1 in (p0>p)» 
Proposition 1.1. The following is true: 
*j) There exists the limit of f(x,pQ,p) for pQ going to 0 , 
a^) f(x,p0,p)^MCp0 + I pi) 
f(x,p0>p) Z » I pi 
a O f is convex in (p0,p) where p > 0 , p g R , and homoge-
neous of degree 1 in (pQ,p). 
Proof: f(x,p0,p) is convex, locally bounded and continu-
ous in (p0,p); then for every fixed p there exists 
lim f(x,p ,p) * f(x,0,p) 
.from (1.1) and the convexity of f it follows 
( f(x,p) - f(x,q)Uli lp-ql 
so that 
I f U . O . p J - f C x . O . q H - U i * - ^ ^ - £ C x , A O i M [ p - q ( 
and then a-̂ ) is proved. The proofs of a^) and a-J are trivial. 
q.e.d. 
Let us choose a positive Radon measure ̂  insuch a way 
that I Du I and the Lebesgue measure S6n' be absolutely continu-
ed d.J>io 
ous with respect to pu , and denote by -?— and --r the Radon-
Nikodym derivatives respectively of the Lebesgue measure <$£ 
and of the vector valued measure Du with respect to the measu-
re p , .We define for every U6BV(J1) 
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(1.3) 3SC-3- iFcx- i jJ- . - g i >_«(-> • 
Observe that this is a well posed definition; in fact from 
the homogeneity of ? it follows that 3<[u3 does not depend on 
the choice of the measure p, f also, clearly, for every u e 
e H 1 ' 1 ^ ) 
5lTu]= 3* [ u ] * 
For example, if d* is the non-par«metric area functional, 
5 is the total variation of the vector valued measure (3*nfDu), 
which is just the definition of the area for a generalized BV 
surface. 
Now we recall the following semicontinuity theorem due to 
Reschetniyak r173 
Theorem 1.2. Let F(x,p): II x _R!TV » R be a continuous 
function which is convex and homogeneous of deppree 1 in p. Con-
sider the following functional defined on the space of the vec-
tor valued measure with bounded total variation; 
dfju IC^] = 4 ғ ( x'ãfcГ ) d l<" 1 
Then for every weakly convergent sequence \ A*,.} of measures, 
i.e. (UL^~-*> fi0 we have 
lim inf IC/U.-3 2: ICxi 1. 
Jk,~~±«> * *> [ ° 
At this point we are ready to show that problem (1.2) has 
a generalized solution in BV^ (JX). Extend f(x,p) toH*D3 Jl 
as continuous function in (x,p) and convex function in p (we 
continue to call this extention f); construct the function 
f(x,p
Q
,p) and consider the functional, defined on BV^dl), as 
in (1.3) 
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^ * ^ ) with $ * <p on d-fl and $ * 0 on 
8.Q.* * Then we have 




*• U 6 B V ф ( Л ) . 
Proof: This follows using the standard direct methods 
of the calculus of variation, if we just remark that the func­
tional 3< , from Theorem 1.2, is lower semicontinuous with res­
pect to the weak convergence in BV^(il) and 
\*Cu;]2.^ j^iDul V ueBV^ (Jl) 
and the Poincar^ inequality 
4 # i u U c ( n ) ^ I D U I 
Holds. q.e.d. 
Now observe that for every u in BV^ (il) we have 






+ / f(x,D<f>) dx 
and that 
dDu t . 
where V is the exterior normal vector to dSl • 
Then we have proved 
Theorem 1.4» For every g> e L O i l ) there exists ft mi­
nimum point for the functional 
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in B?(IX). 
These minimum points are the ones which are to be consider-
ed the appropriate generalized solutions for problem (1.2). This 
will clearly show on behalf of the rest of the paper. The two 
following examples may, however, be a justification. 
Let f(x,p) » \/l • | p| , that is, if we consider the non-
parametric area, problem, we have f(x,0, *>( cp - Uj^j^)) « lu -o/|f 
if f (x,p) * v/aQ(x) •
 ai4^x)PiP4 *°r aome definite positive mat-
rix •:y(x) «-d * (x)>0 we obtain f(x,0,i> (y - Uj^)) * 
» V'a.yfx) *>.£ i>j I <f -ill. 
Remark 1.5. Let £ be an oriented (n-1)-dimensional Idp-
schit* manifold in Si ; with the notations of iii) of paragraph 
1 we have 
4 ? ( * ' ^ ? - ^ >*<"• - 4 -w..»c.* - «•> --*"-1 • • 
How we want to r e la te our functional %j±+, in (1*4) with 
the one constructed analogously to the Lebesgue defini t ion of 
surface area (see Serrin £183), i . e . 
F£m3 « inf4lim inf 9 Cukl:uk€ H * *
1 ^ * ) uk—> u in l
l(Sl*)} . 
From the semicontinuity theorem for 5 and (1.1) we derive 
that 
fCn3 * 3^t t t3 VucBV^(i l ) . 
On the other hand, i t i s well lcnown (£1.1 ,£23) that for every u« 
« B ? ^ ( i l ) there exists a sequence 4uk1 in C*°(.fl*) such that 
ak—>u in I^Ul*) U-. 
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Then from the following theorem still due to Beschetniyax 117] 
it follows that for every ueBV^ (Si ) there exiata * C^iJl*) 
aequence i VLJ\ auch that 
u k—* u in L (il*) 
^ t u k 3 — ^ 3^1 uj . 
Theorem 1.6. Let 4ft%\ be a aequence of vector valued 
meaaurea weakly converging to ^ . Suppose that there exists* 
a continuoua function F(x,p) which for every x ia homogeneous 
of degree 1 and "strictly* convex in p and auch that 
(1-6) i ' ^ a ! ^ « ' < v ^ 4 '* . -&-> d,<*> 
Then (1*6) hoIda for every continuoua function F(x,p) homoge-
neous of degree 1 and convex in p. 
Remark 1.7* (See tlj.) Suppose that u€BV^(J\) and that 
/^AI Dul * 0. Then for the C
w(Sl*) aequence tu^l above we 
have 
u k — • u in L^il*) 
4?(3C'^'-5^*) *<""-* 4 f(x»^r'ii7r' *<* 
We now want to spend a few words to consider aome simple 
generalizations of the above situation* Let g(x,u) be a func-
tion which ia measurable in x and continuous in u such that 
(1.7) u • J^g(x.u) dx 
ia a lower semi continuous functional with respect to the Lr(jCt) 
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convergence. Moreover suppose that we have an estimate of this 
kind 
(1.8) I f g(x,u) U i> (1 - Ba ) L I Du 1 + c 
where &0 is some positive constant less than one, V is the 
constant in (1.1) and c is some absolute constant. Then it is 
obvious that we obtain a generalized solution for the minimum 
problem 
(1.9) 
( J^«(f(x,.Du) + g(x,u)î dx —> min 
Çp on ЭSL 
Without going into further detail one of the two following con­
ditions grants the lower semicontinuity of the functional (1.7) 
ax) |g(x,u)| & k(l+ tut) 
82) g(x,u) convex in u. 
Condition (1.8) is less^s imply verified. It occurs in an 
analogous way studying the Dirichlet problem for surfaces of 
prescribed mean curvature. For example it is satisfied in situ­
ation s-j) if we suppose that the constant k is small enough 
and in situation s«) when 
ft ̂  max (g
u
(x,t),0) tt ̂ ^ * tf no>
n
/ n 
"tirW •-» <«u<-.^.<» 1 J B ^ , - * n ( U n / n 
because of the complete analogy with the lirichle t problem for 
surfaces of prescribed mean curvature, we refer to I83,t9J»£l-U 
for a discussion of sufficient, and, in some sense, necessary 
condition to grant the estimate (1.8). 
To close this paragraph we want to justify the reason why 
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If u belongs to BV(il), then (Federer C43.C53) the limits of 
the average of u exist $i n~1-a.e.
f
* on the other hand I Du 1 is 




: so that we can 
redefine u in such a way that u is a ^ -measurable function 
where, for example, (*, = oo n + [Dul. And then we could define 
the general functional 
^^i^-чř'^ ' ^ > dv 
Unfortunately this functional is not lower semicontinuous 
with respect to the weak convergence in BV. The following ex­
ample shows it. 
Let feC^dR.) with f(l) = f(-l) « e , f(0) = 1, e £ f6 1 
and 
/ f(u)du = 26 + c < 2 
-1 
with c> 0. Consider the functional 
3. C u3 = / f(u)|Dul 
For a sequence {uk} of 3mooth non-decreasing functions with 
uk(-l) = -1 uk(l) = 1, which weakly converge in BV(-1,1) to 
the function u(x) = sign x, 3ince u(0) -= average of u = 0, we 
have 
5 Cu3 = 2f(u(0)) = 2 
3* C ukl * / f (uk) u k dx = / f (u) = 2 e + c < 2 . 
In thi3 situation we had defined u(0) = -1, all would turn 
put well, but only for this special f and special *fukK In fact? 
it is not difficult to verify that any pointwise definition of 
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«(0) does not allow to obtain semicontinuity for the general 
functional. 
All the references can be found at the end of part II 
published in this issue. 
(Oblatum 1.11. 1978) 
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